









PDFgear Chatbot

Chat, interact with, and “copilot” PDF files.
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Chat with Any PDF on Computer and Mobile

PDFgear now introduces a groundbreaking way to read PDFs with AI and chat with your PDF documents on Windows, Mac, and iPhone, for completely free.

Integrated with ChatGPT, PDFgear empowers you to work with your large PDF documents such as books, textbooks, essays, legal contracts, research papers, etc. in a much more effective way.




Free Download
How to Use










Read PDF with AI

Manually reading PDFs is now history. With PDFgear Chatbot powered by ChatGPT, you can easily read PDFs, search for information, explain concepts, summarize length PDFs, analyze complex PDFs, translate PDFs, and even rewrite PDFs.















Ask Questions to PDF

Get a better understanding of your PDFs quickly, by directly asking questions in PDFgear, and you’ll get precise answers. Moreover, PDFgear Chatbot will automatically generate 3 suggested questions for your PDF.













Chat with PDF right away!













Copilot Your Work

Work smarter with PDFgear Copilot, an AI assistant inspired by Windows Copilot, to streamline your workflow like converting and organizing PDFs using natural language, as well as chatting with PDFs, without the steep learning curve of software UI.















Make Precise Your Answer

PDFgear’s inbuilt PDF merger and splitter features let you do a lot more. Extract pages from PDF to get a highly accurate answer from a specific PDF page, or combine PDF documents to get a holistic answer from multiple files.








Mark Up PDF

As one of the best free PDF editors, PDFgear is also packed with practical editing features like PDF annotations, commenting, highlighting, page extractions, etc. to mark up or save important PDF information found by the Chatbot feature.















How to Use PDFgear: Video Tutorial














Chat with PDF right away!










Tips and Tricks to Chat PDF




7 Recommended PDF Readers with Translation Option

Here are 7 best PDF readers with a translation tool to help you understand PDFs in languages you are not familiar with. Read on to find out which one works best for you.






How To Summarize an Article Using AI Assistant [4 Ways Introduced]

With the cooperation of AI, you can summarize articles in seconds to access key info. Here are 4 ways to summarize articles efficiently with an AI chat program.






How To Summarize a Book: Manual vs. AI Methods

In this article, we delve into the art of book summarization, exploring both manual techniques and the integration of AI for efficient and effective summaries.







Find More PDF AI Tutorials 







Your Questions are
Answered

Your Questions are Answered





Is PDFgear Chatbot really free?

Yes. Currently, PDFgear and its Chatbot are available for use completely free of charge as we seek more feedback from our users for rapid improvements. We are dedicated to providing high-quality service at no cost during this phase.




How many languages does PDFgear Chatbot support?

PDFgear Chatbot, supported by ChatGPT, has been trained on a diverse range of data, allowing it to support more than 100 languages, including English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Arabic, and many more. 




What devices can PDFgear Chatbot run on?

PDFgear Chatbot works on both desktop and mobile devices, including Windows, Mac, iPhone, and iPad, ensuring versatile use across various platforms. Additionally, the support for Android is coming soon.




What AI model does PDFgear Chatbot use?

To ensure top-tier performance, ChatGPT-3.5-Turbo is integrated with PDFgear as it's the most advanced and extensively trained AI model. The current integrated model is ChatGPT-3.5-Turbo and it will be constantly updated to a more advanced model.




How does PDFgear Chatbot work?

PDFgear Chatbot employs natural language processing and AI, incorporating word embedding techniques, to interact with PDF documents. It analyzes the content, creating a semantic index of every paragraph, thus ensuring a comprehensive understanding and interaction with the document's structure and information.




Can PDFgear Chatbot understand images within PDFs?

Yes. PDFgear will process the images in the PDF with OCR technology so the texts in images will also be analyzed when chatting. 




Does PDFgear Chatbot require an internet connection?

Yes, while PDFgear is an offline PDF editor, the PDF Chatbot feature requires a stable internet connection to function properly. This is because PDFgear Chatbot works intensively with OpenAI’s ChatGPT API.











Free Download PDFgear Software and App













